
The first geological map of Britain, William Smith (1815)



A multi-polygon shapefile of the larger 
lakes

• Layer /Create layer / New shapefile layer
• In the dialogue box name it “Lakes” and set Geometry 

type to “polygon”
• Set CRS to EPSG:3857 – WGS 84 / Pseudo- Mercator 

(keeps it in line with our existing shapefile)
• Save the shapefile into a new folder (“Lakes” in your 

shapefiles folder. Press OK.
• Uncheck the “Cumbria” layer so we can just see the 

basemap.
• Zoom in a little to Windermere.  We will start here.
• Press the pencil              icon to start editing then....
• Press Add polygon feature         and start drawing out the 

outline of the lake.
• Right click when finished and set ID to 1 when 

prompted. Make a note of the which lake is which ID.
• Repeat for other lakes, numbering sequentially and 

noting
• Save and press the pencil            icon again to stop 

editing.
• We now have a shapefile containing several polygons –

in this case 11

Generate polygons of, say, the 11 
larger lakes



Let’s add a bit of detail to the attributes table
• Right click: Open attributes table
• Toggle editing (pencil Icon)
• Add new field using this button
• In Add field dialogue add the following

Name: Lake name
Type: Text (string)
Length:  20

• Press OK and a new column will appear 
next to the ID column

• Use the arrow next to id to order the lake 
Ids from 1-11

• Enter names next to the appropriate ID 
• Click the abacus button           to add the 

field and expressions for area and 
perimeter as before. You will get a table 
that looks like this.

• Now we can save and close the attributes 
table and  see how we can use this 
information.

Remember – areas are calculated in m2 and 
distances in meters so you need to use expressions 
to get them into, say, km2 or km (creating a new 
field each time)



How does our data compare to published values?

ID Lake Area (Us)
km2

Area (Wiki)
km2

1 Windermere 15.15 14.73

2 Coniston 4.21 4.70

3 Haweswater 3.97 3.90

4 Ullswater 8.58 8.90

5 Thirlmere 4.96 3.25

6 Derwent water 5.40 5.20

7 Bassenthwaite 5.40 5.10

8 Buttermere 0.84 0.93

9 Crummock Water 2.67 2.57

10 Ennerdale 2.97 3.0

11 Wast Water 2.91 2.80

• Not bad in most cases
• Sources of error

• Imprecise polygon(s)
• Poor base map source

• Need to improve polygon 
for Thirlmere (it is a fiddly 
lake)

IMPORTANT
If you edit a shapefile

polygon the attributes 
table will not update 

automatically – you need 
to revisit the table and 
ask QGIS to recalculate



Now we can see our new information at a glance

• Click the Information button          on the top ribbon

• Now, left click on one of the lakes – here is Windermere selected

An information pane 
comes up to the right of 
the screen giving us the 
data for that object for 
example 

Haweswater
Area = 3.96 km2

Perimeter = 14.11 km



Revising and updating the attributes table

• Open attributes table, toggle editing and press the abacus...

• Choose Update existing field and re-input the expressions for each field in 
sequence (e.g. For area - $area; for Ha – area / 10000 etc.

• A little tedious but better than starting again

Choose field here  -
All will need to be 
updated in 
sequence

Same expressions as 
before here

area = $area
Ha = area / 1000
KM2 = Ha / 100
Perim = $Perimeter
Perim_KM = Perim / 1000



Part 2b. Adding data to the Attributes 
Table using Table Joins



Getting more data into our Attributes Table

• We could simply add a column of data to the 
attributes table manually

• But, for large data sets that we may have (such as 
COVID-19 occurrence in Local Authorities) it is 
often quicker and easier to “Join” an existing data 
set to the attributes table

• We are going to start by adding some data to our 
“Lakes” shapefile.

• First we have to create a spreadsheet of the data 
using columns that QGIS can work with. 



The volume of each of our lakes is going to be 
added to the attributes table

• Open a spreadsheet and create a sheet that looks like this...

• Note we have used the exact same id 
and name fields for the lake – this is 
important (no typos!).

• The Volume_m3 column will be a new 
field in our attributes table

• This file must be saved as a *.CSV file 
(text).

• In this case “Lakes.csv”

Lake volume data from: 
https://eip.ceh.ac.uk/apps/lakes/

https://eip.ceh.ac.uk/apps/lakes/


We need to create a small second “side-car” file 
to tell QGIS what it is looking at

• A side-car file is a small text file that simply indicates the nature of each column in 
the “Lakes_data.csv” text file. Whilst not always essential, it is good to get into the 
habit of creating.

• It is needed as the attributes table will treat all the joined (imported) data as text 
strings, limiting what we can do with it, unless we give QGIS a hand in 
understanding what it is importing.

• In our case columns 1 (id) and 2 (Lake name) are, for the purposes of QGIS, text 
strings whilst column 3 is an integer. We therefore create a small file that looks 
like this in a text editor (Notepad etc.).

• Name the file “Lakes_data.csvt” and save in the same folder as the “Lakes_data.csv”.
• Now go back to QGIS and we can start to get the volume data mapped.

There is a work-around if you forget the sidecar file – see end of presentation



Joining a table: Add CSV layer
• Go to: Layer / Add layer / Add delimited text layer.

• Click the drop down box to the right of the File name pane and navigate to your 
“Lakes_data.csv” file.

• Make sure that the “No geometry...” is checked. Press Add then Close. 

Note: we could have drag and drop imported the *.csv file but we haven’t 
because we want to check the import parameters are to our liking.



Table Join: Attaching our new date to the 
attributes table
• Double click on the “Lakes” layer in the Layers pane. The Layers properties box will 

appear.
• Click the Join icon then press this button              

that is under the currently empty joined 
layers pane.

• This box will appear...

• Complete it as seen here. Press OK.
• This tells QGIS to match the data 

corresponding to Lakes name in the 
imported data to that in the attributes table

• Our joined layer now appears in the pane

We could 
use “id” 
field also 
here



Let’s look at our joined data
• Now open the “Lakes” attributes table.  The table should look like this...

• Note how  two extra columns have appeared on the right- the id and the volume 
data.

• The join has matched the data for each lake (“Lake name”) from the 
“Lakes_data.csv” with the data for the same lake already present in the attributed 
table. 

• This new data is not editable or deletable here.  To get rid of it you must delete 
the table join.



Using our joined data
• Double click on the “lakes” layer to bring up the Layer Properties box.

• Click on Symbology then, at the top, use the drop down box to change “Single symbol” to 
“Graduated”.

• Underneath this use the Value drop down box to choose the field we want to display – in our case 
“Lakes_data_Volume_m3”.

• Choose a color [sic] ramp you like – here we use “Blues”.
• Click Classify and 5 different classifications will pop up for lake volume.  The number of classes can 

be changed.  The numerical spans of each classification can also be changed.  We will leave things as 
they are for now.

• Click Apply and if the colour of the lakes will change according to their volume.  The more 
voluminous lakes are darkest, the least lightest.  Press OK if you are happy.



Our lakes have now been categorized by how 
much water they hold



Table joins can be used for much more 
complex data

This is the product of joining a table of meat consumption from almost every country 
on Earth with an shapefile of those countries.  The same dataset has population so 
within less than a minutes I can change this to.....



Population size by country

...our mapping possibilities are expanding.  We will cover this in more
detail later on.  Next, we will make our own basemap.



Changing table column attributes following a 
join to facilitate plotting etc…

• If you have done a table join the data may be imported as a 
text string that QGIS will not use plotting.  If this happens…

• Open the Toolbox using this button

• The Processing toolbox (right) will open – choose the 
vector table section then choose Refactor fields

• This box (below) opens and allows you to change the data 
type from, for example, string to integer/decimal etc…

Use drop down box to 
format data in a way that 
can be plotted


